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6:15 P.M.  Oct 24, [18]84 
My own darling Love 
       My sadness is changed to joy.  All day yesterday & today it has been a heaven of peace 
& joy that has filled my soul.  I am glad I wrote you every thing & should have done so before 
for I believe that we should always act upon this rule & must always do so & thus keep out of a 
hundred troubles.  Last night I could write only one note.  There were several other things that I 
wanted to say then but I guess that I didn’t do them justice.  I couldn’t write that before 
because I wasn’t sure about all the things I said there in about our times of writing but now I am 
quite sure & as soon as I felt decided I wrote.  Darling I know that you will understand what I 
say there in & feel sure that you will feel that my love for you is paramount in it all and at the 
bottom of every thing that I say __  Well let us leave that subject for the present & let it work 
itself out.  Now about what you said about the Madison matter.  My Love I didn’t in the least 
think you wrong in what you said or feel annoyed or angry.  On the contrary I was glad you said 
it & think that had I not already written my letter home I should have followed your counsel.  
But that counsel did not reach me until after my letter was on it flight Eastward.  Of course it 
was then too late to do any thing.  I dont quite see how the letter could do any harm but still 
“speech is silver silence is golden” and perhaps in this case silence would have been wiser.  
Certainly it could do no harm and on the other hand speech might not.  I had a postal from Sue 
yesterday[,] the first word from home since I sent that letter.  I haven’t the slightest idea how it 
struck them & am terribly anxious for a letter.  I thank that the plea of “busy” is thin.  I can’t 
quite think that with three girls to write not one can find time to write once in two weeks.  But I 
am sure things will soon blow over.  I see that I was wrong about your going to Madison.  I tho’t 
this way, “Mag has asked her to come up soon.  She might just run up for a night even if she 
couldn’t go up for Sunday.”  I hope that it will be so that you can make them a visit before I 
come home. A visit for their own sakes.  You will my Darling won’t you if it comes around all 
right.  As to the Summer you have simply got to give us six weeks or so and I hope that your 
mother will select a place somewhere in New Jersey & on the Morris Road.  That will be the 
swell thing.  Wouldn’t Morristown be just superb.  She might strike something there in the 
Spring.  Who knows.  It is worth thinking about.  I sent you the pen today.  I haven’t any 
directions for its use but will try & give you some now.  In the first place if the pen in side 
marked I dont come out readily punch it out with a hair pin.  Then punch on the hole at the 
small end of the side marked II and you will shove out the glass filler and the rubber nipple.  Put 
the nipple over the large end of the glass tube letting the thing bind upon the space between 
the two rings at the end of the tube & the filler is ready for action.  Be sure that you get the 
stylographic ink.  It is an ink carefully strained to free it from any large particles which would 
stop the narrow passages in the pen.  Let me describe the pen & take it apart and see for your 
self all the portions which I point out.  [Harry sketched the pen with parts noted.]  It consists of 
a hollow body which holds inside it a straight rod[,] this rod projecting beyond the front 
position of the body and at the hind end covered by a screw cap[,] the tail piece.  The hind end 
is not solid but open & the hole you will see there communicates with the interior of the body 
__  At the front end of the rod inside the body is fastened a fine wire.  This is very delicate & is 
placed on a delicate spring.  It is the style.  Upon the fore end of the body a second hollow piece 



fits & screws into the body & thro a hole in its pointed end the style projects.  A cap shuts in the 
end completely & the tail piece like wise covers the hind end.  To fill the pen you suck up into 
the filler by first squeezing the air out of the nipple between your fingers & then placing the 
point of the filler below the ink a charge of ink.  You then run this into the body of the pen[,] the 
upper body being taken away at the opening at the front end, at the front end being careful to 
screw up tight the tail piece before filling or the ink would escape thro the hole in the hind end 
of the cylinder.  Run into the body less than one & one half fillers full of ink.  That will bring the 
level of the ink up to about the dotted line ab [the line on his drawing].  Then screw on the 
upper body [ill.] & look out for ink at the junction of it with the lower body.  When this is tight 
unscrew the tail piece a couple of turns and then try & write as with a lead pencil.  You will find 
that the pen will not work.  The reason for this is that the ink has not worked its way down thro 
the narrow space between the style & the upper body __  Help this along by gently tapping the 
point of the pen upon your paper (vertically) or by a harder pound of your hand on some object 
bringing the pen down as if to strike the table but not permitting it to do so __ The ink will be 
enough to write 50 or 100 pages if none of it leaks out.  To prevent this you must be sure to 
screw on the tail piece tight when not writing with the pen and to push on the cap tight at the 
fore end.  The pen will trouble you I suspect in this way.  It will may flow too fast when you 
write.  To prevent that keep the tail piece screwed when you are writing.  It may not flow fast 
enough.  This may be due either to the pen’s being empty or to the tail piece being screwed up 
too tight.  The ink may be hard to start at first on using.  This may be due to the pens having 
been so left that the space between the style & the upper body which is very small has gotten 
clogged up with dry ink.  Unscrewing & rescrewing up the body will generally relieve this.  The 
cap may get filled with ink and then when you take it off make a general muss.  This is because 
that ink keeps flowing out of the style end in spite of screwing up the tail piece.  All these & 
some other things may happen.  I can’t find that the pen is out of order.  If you find you can’t 
manage it let me know at once __ & let me know just what is the matter or just how it 
misbehaves__  When you are not using the pen I guess you had better keep it lying horizontally.  
Wrap it in a piece of paper (to prevent ink from doing damage if it leaks out) & put it in the 
bottom of that little bag you are so fond of carrying every where ___  I didn’t mean to write so 
fully about this pen.  May be you know all about them anyhow & are launching at me for going 
into such detail.  Well never mind.  It will serve to illustrate a point.  In natural history when we 
want to describe any thing we go at it in very much this manner but we give even more detail 
than I have spent upon the pen. 
       Last night Blaine exhibited himself in Lafayette.  Every body was crazy all day.  I never 
saw people so wrought up as every body was.  A week ago the president in faculty meeting 
advised us not to excuse the boys on Thursday afternoon.  The power of granting excuses for 
absence rests with the teacher if they present themselves for excuse before the absence__  
Yesterday morning my Sophomores wanted to be excused from their afternoons work.  I told 
them [ill.] they might go at 2: 45.  That would give them ample time to see Blaine & I should get 
one hour & one half out of them.  At about noon Dr Smart came into my room.  The Enthusiasm 
had seized him & he said, You had better excuse the boys this afternoon if they want to go.  
Blaine may get to be President & it would then be worth while to have seen him.  I told him that 
they were going to do both, their work & see the phenomenon.  I wanted very much to go over 
in the afternoon & see the Hoosier crowd[,] for the natives flocked in in swarms but I got very 



much interested in some sections of the star fish which I was cutting and felt that I could not 
get away.  In the Evening I finished your letter at 8:30[,] ran over the city & got it in the P.O. on 
Saturday night before 9 P.M.  9:30 is the closing time for that New York mail so I think that you 
will get the letter on Saturday.  When that was under way I could look about me.  The town was 
fairly thronged with people and I soon discovered that I was not too late to see the Elephant or 
Rhinoceros as Nast has recently cartooned him.  I found a place in the front row by a little 
judicious wedging just as the carriage carrying Blaine was driven thro the ranks, & I stood within 
two feet of him as he was rolled slowly by.  I can’t say that my enthusiasm was kindled.  I am 
not a Blaine man.  His whole policy so far as concerns his national policy seems to me wrong.  I 
could however admire him as an able exponent of a policy which I condemned but he has 
always disgusted me by his personality.  And it was so last night as I saw him.  He looked a 
coarse vulgar creature with no noble elevated aspiration in him.  I have no doubt that he looked 
coarser & heavier from his travel & weariness for he must be about played out by this time.  But 
I was more disgusted that he should go exhibiting himself to such crowds of such people.  I have 
seen crowds & crowds but a rougher commoner looking crowd I have never seen in my life__  
The average man on the street last night looked far more unpromising than the ordinary 
tramp[,] to say nothing of his being drunk.  The enthusiasm of the people is simply wonderful.  
They go crazy out here on these political matters.  The boys get perfectly insane in the school & 
I suppose that as the day draws near they will get worse & worse & we shall get just about no 
studying out of them. 

Barnes has the rheumatism so badly that he cant get over here & now I have the fun of 
running his classes & my own too as his students are working upon things that I haven’t looked 
at for several years or some [ill.] items I have never looked at.  You may imagine that it isn’t so 
funny as it might be.  Still I dont mind doing it[,] rather than not have the classes not go on & he 
can’t possibly get over here__  The afternoon work keeps me on the jump.  There are about 
thirty raw hands in his class & these I must direct & show every step & of course they all want 
me at the same instant and then my own class is still very dependent & is two rooms distant & 
across the hall ___  By the time the afternoon is over I am generally about ready to quite work.  
You ask me about the Bach article in the Galaxy.  I read a portion of it on the train during my 
journey out here & liked it very much.  The description of the yearly gathering & the music in 
the family etc was very good but I have never yet had time to finish the article & so hadn’t 
referred to it.  Do you want it[?]  I can return it as well as not if you care for it at all for we have 
a file of the Galaxy in the library with that article.  Now don’t think that I thought you were 
hinting to have the article sent on My Love.  I know you better than that __  Darling it makes me 
so sorry to read what you say about looking for my letters which didn’t come.  I know it was 
hard for you[,] harder than for me to keep from writing at the time.  Writing would have 
seemed bliss but I knew that it would bear too bitter fruit.  Darling do you notice the moon is 
now about where it was that night we came down the Hudson River[?]  O happy day[,] happy 
night.  My Darling I think that we were very near the edge of the wood that night.  We could sit 
for hours & be silent and yet not feel that silence was oppressive.  It was the being together 
that was a delight.  And so the night after.  I didn’t feel like talking on ordinary topics.  I only 
wanted to be with you.  I don’t think that our conversation that night was brilliant especially 
but it was such a happy night.  I know it was mixed with pain & yet as I look back to it it is not 
the pain but the happiness which I recall.  O my Treasure we shall be together again sometime.  



Wont be we happy then?  You will get this letter on Monday.  No letter today[,] none 
yesterday[,] again miserable.  O my Darling I am so sorry it must be so but now we shall 
understand this.  I was wrong to ever write every day.  Was I wrong[?]   I followed my feelings.  
You shall tell me if I was wrong ___   

Good night my own Love.  Good night, Good night.  God bless & guide us both __ Your 
own loving Harry __ 


